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This study focuses on tourists’ power within the production of
area expressed by their travel attitudes once visiting a rural business
enterprise hotspot that follows a growth attribute and is characterized
by mass business enterprise. It aims to decipher however these
dynamics influence small-scale rural business enterprise, contesting
property rural amendment and therefore the rural idyll as perceived
by the tourists. For this purpose, a regular survey amongst guests
at the Giant’s Causeway, the foremost visited traveler attraction in
Northern Ireland, was conducted. The results show that property
awareness decreases from individual trip tourists to educate trip
tourists to cruise liner tourists, and so segment-specific property
governance is fascinating. By realizing this, a rural business enterprise
hotspot ought to operate as a hub that coordinates and promotes
a network of regional business enterprise suppliers so as to change
its real integration within the rural community. Rural studies has
created right wise theoretical and empirical progress on gender and
agriculture, but nearly none of this work focuses specifically on
women concerned obtainable production within the earth North
to handle this gap, we’ve got an inclination to tend to explored the
experiences of girls concerned in thorough stock farming in country,
together with their motivations, identities, challenges, and sources of
learning and support.
Employing a life-history approach, we’ve got an inclination to tend
to interviewed twenty nine women across four regions of country and
conducted follow-up democratic workshops in 3 regions. we’ve got an
inclination to tend to investigated however women enter the thorough
stock sector, learn the occupation and business of stock agriculture,
and their experiences of power relations and discrimination, then
taken our findings through the lens of Feminist Agrifood Systems
Theory (FAST). Women’s narratives reveal 3 primary pathways into
stock management: via family, via a partner/spouse, and from zero

though interviewees shared common experiences and struggles,
every pathway is expounded to distinct motivations, challenges,
and sources of learning. this sort of goals and experiences disrupts
stereotypes regarding women’s roles in thorough pastoralism and
points to the requirement for reach and policy grounded within the
assorted realities of women’s lived experiences. Our results underscore
the obstacles pastoralist women face in gaining and maintaining
economic and decision-making autonomy. Our findings part
support all quick propositions, but highlight continued challenges
for Spanish women returning into a traditionally male-dominated
sector within the Spanish context, we’ve got an inclination to tend to
found strongest support for quick propositions, that posit that women
need to fastidiously navigate agricultural establishments, typically
encountering exclusion and discrimination, that women prove their
own networks to handle their specific needs and advance agro ecology
and rural property inflated employment for officers overseeing new
enterprise incorporations, and investment in women’s networks may
scale back institutional bias and increase support for girls operators.
This article describes a case study of virtual swarming and digital
fencing technology implementation for goats in Scandinavian nation.
With the abolishing of physical fences, the goats will rove free in an
exceedingly physical sense, however within the digital realm; they’re
controlled by a virtual fence.
The virtual fence, or digital boundary, is ready by the famers
and interacts with a collar round the goats’ necks. The collar initial
provides a sound signal and thenceforth a little electrical shock if the
goats cross a boundary, leading to the creation of latest classifications
and orderings of reality. this text focuses on what this disruption
means that for modern goat farming in terms of practices, perceptions
and policies of (smart) farming, furthermore as however the goats
themselves are given new meanings and ways that of being we tend to
analyze this with the theoretical thought of “boundary object” and see
however goats, that contain a multiplicity of agency and autonomy,
ar remodeled by smart-farming technologies. Collaboration and
interaction are created attainable despite the actual fact that the actors
have wide totally different goals. Through negotiations between
multiple actors, a replacement kind of goat emerges between natures,
culture- and technology we tend to conceptualise this as “CyborGoat.”
This boundary object facilitates new everyday agricultural settings that
bring new edges and problems for various neutral actors concerned.
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